True Code

Developer tooling to get security right.
Driving secure development efficiency through collaboration & automation
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WHY WE STARTED IT

Security vulnerabilities in software have led to numerous exploits in the last years. The fact that the size of software running on devices is becoming bigger and bigger as well as the number of use cases that need to be supported only makes it more likely that future exploits will increase.

To prevent hacks that bring down customer trust or cause revenue loss because of piracy and are costly to mitigate after product releases, software needs to be evaluated.

Up until now, the best evaluation process is a highly manual task with a security expert, which results in high costs and long lead times. It is also quite common that an evaluation takes place at the end of the development cycle causing up to 100x higher costs to resolve issues, as opposed to when an issue would have been found in the development phase.

Separate from a manual evaluation, there are also automated code check tools. However, from what we see in many manual evaluations, the tools being used focus on code quality standards, do not find the critical problems and often report irrelevant ones.
THE PRODUCT

We developed **True Code**.

A tool purely focused on finding security vulnerabilities in source code and enabling natural collaboration between security evaluators and the development team to discover vulnerabilities as early as possible and boost efficiency to resolve issues.

- Save costs by finding vulnerabilities early in the development process and solve issues in the most efficient way
- Combine manual and automated reviews
- Easy integration in your software development lifecycle
- Security experts and developers both work in the same environment
- Integrated in Eclipse or stand-alone to use with any IDE of choice
THE CHALLENGES IT SOLVES

Save time and costs

Finding vulnerabilities and issues during the development phase and immediately resolving them can be up to a 100 times cheaper compared to doing the same later in the process. True Code brings this promise within reach through a tight integration in the development, sharing found vulnerabilities instantly with all team members. True Code integrates tightly with the development environment that is used by your team and integrates with any other SLD tools to automate as much as possible.

Combine expert knowledge and automation

Expert knowledge is needed to find vulnerabilities in a code base. We have used years of experience obtained during manual code reviews to strengthen the automated vulnerability finding capabilities of True Code so that it finds ‘real’ issues instead of false positives. Next to that we strongly believe that to achieve the highest level of security a combination of automated checks and expert manual code review gives the best results. In order to achieve this, both kinds of checks are done from the same platform and this is also the platform used by the developers. This encourages collaboration between all teams working together in delivering the product.
THE CHALLENGES IT SOLVES

Context driven to reduce false positives

Context is a center point in True Code. For efficient checking of security vulnerabilities, context, basically a way to flag certain parts of your code base, is necessary. True Code allows you to define as much context as you need and has a rule based system to help you.

After context definition you can choose to run a code check on 1 specific context, all defined context or a subset.

Easy to configure

Setting up and configuring a code analysis tool can be a real burden for a development team. We have made this as smooth a possible, guaranteeing a minimal amount of effort to get started and a fast learning curve for the users.

To run the automated code checks, True Code will need to compile your sources, but providing a compilation database is sufficient to direct True Code to execute this compilation step. To start working with the collaboration features: choose your database, configure True Code to make use of this and you are good to go!
Enabling ‘live code reviews’

Manual code reviews are usually planned at the end of the development process. This means that solving found issues will be done long after the problem was introduced. True Code solves this issue by supporting ‘live reviews’. In this way, the evaluation team can work along with the development team while True Code helps keeping an overview which parts of the code have been reviewed and where the development team have made changes. This will make sure that the development team as well as the evaluation team both work as efficient as possible with review & fix time savings up to 30%.

Make extensive reporting obsolete

Reporting can consume a lot of time from the evaluation team. That’s why True Code keeps track of all issues, as well as progress with regard to solving them, in a database. Obviously this database can be queried with any SQL tool available, but True Code also has an option to generate a report based in database content. This saves valuable time from the evaluation team that instead can focus on security issues.
UNIQUE FEATURES

Save costs and reduce time to market
True code makes sure that you find vulnerabilities during development. Next to the automated checks that can be executed on a daily bases, True Code also facilitates collaboration with security experts in the development phase. Reducing (certification) costs and allowing you to reach your goals faster.

Fault injection vulnerability checks
Fault injection proves to be a method that is used often by attackers. True Code indicates specific vulnerabilities in source code related to fault injection.

A pure security product
Many of the static code analysis products out in the market focus on a lot of things that might be of interest to a development team. Not True Code. True code is made for security purposes only with people who have a long track record in code evaluations and excel in security expertise. From collaboration to automated checks… it is intended to be the best at security, period.
USE CASE: COLLABORATION

Security experts manually check the sources for security vulnerabilities. Found issues are marked and True Code keeps track of sources that have passed review.

Developers have an intuitive view on all found issues. They can easily read comments next to feedback on the severity of the issue. All contributing to an efficient mitigation.

Security experts can only check the mitigations, new sources and any code that has been changed after being reviewed.

True code keeps track of code that is developed by the team.
USE CASE: AUTOMATION

Security experts configure True Code so that it executing of security checks is tailored to the specific needs of the product.

True code keeps track of code that is developed by the team.

Developers have an intuitive view on all found issues. They can easily read comments next to feedback on the severity of the issue. All contributing to an efficient mitigation.

True code is integrated in the continuous development process and automatically evaluates sources on a daily bases. Additional checks can be done by the security team if needed.